Privacy statement RR Holland B.V.
Your safety first
RR Holland B.V. handles your personal data with great care. We find it very important to have your
personal data safe and secured to avoid being used for the wrong purposes. Thanks to the GDPR law
(https://autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/en) there is now extra supervision, more rights for you as a
person and more duties for us as a company.
How RR Holland B.V. handles this, can be read in this privacy statement.
RR Holland B.V. continuously optimizes their systems and data processing activities. Where possible,
we will update our security or implement new measures. Also the third parties that we are working
with are obliged to work with the same standard.

What personal data do we process and why?
RR Holland B.V. strives to collect as less personal data as possible, merely the personal data that is
necessary. To conduct business with our relations, we collect the following details; name, gender,
occupation, phone number and e-mail address.
These data are collected on basis of “Agreement”. We need at least these personal data in order to
ensure a swift business handling.
Previously mentioned data is used for:
-

To be able to make contact with relations easily.
To be able to send offers to the right person or be able to receive offers from the right
person, as well as other documents.
To able to deliver and receive ordered goods.
To able to invoice to and receive invoices from our relations.
Internal process optimization, research and other developments within our own company.

Some personal data are collected on basis of “Permission”, namely the IP-address and search
behaviour on the website. If you visit our website you are asked to agree to our Cookies. These
Cookies collect data while you are navigating through our website.
Previously mentioned data is used for:
-

-

Optimizing the website
Analysing the visitors to the website
Analysing the search behaviour of the visitors to the website
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Cookies
The RR Holland B.V. website gathers cookies (Google Analytics/ Social media) when you visit the
website. Thanks to this data we can optimize our website and analyse search behaviour in order to
get the best online experience for our visitors.
You can amend your Cookies settings by using the settings menu of your web browser. When you
disable Cookies, the user experience can be decreased significantly.

Third parties
We collaborate with a few very trustworthy partners which at certain times, have access into our
system for several reasons (maintenance, financial e.g.). We have agreements with these parties that
ensure how to handle personal data and we can guarantee that this is done with the great care.

Security
RR Holland B.V. uses only secured servers, website, computers and laptops and collaborates with an
IT partner to create the optimal climate and secure a safe work environment for your personal data.
Furthermore we instruct our personnel to be alert to security risks, so that we can action where
necessary.

Newsletter
Via our website you can sign up for our newsletter. When you receive the newsletter you will be
informed about our progress, product developments and other important news that we would like to
share with you.
If you do not want to receive the newsletter any longer, you can sign out at the bottom of each
newsletter.

Amendments
The privacy statement can be amended by RR Holland when necessary. The latest copy of our privacy
statement can always be found on our website.

Rights of insight, correction and oblivion
If you would like insight into your personal data, or if you want to correct or delete this data, you can
contact info@rrholland.nl.

Contact
If you have any questions or remarks regarding our privacy statement you can contact
info@rrholland.nl.
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